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FOREWORD

The world has changed a lot due to the development of science and technology. The knowledge 
that what we use and consume and the practices we consider ‘normal’ today must ultimately 
be questioned to create a better future. As in the use of fuels, since the industrial revolution 
in Europe in the 18th century, coal has become the one fuel that has the most role in driving 
industrial growth and encouraging various inventions and technological advances. However, 
climate change due to high carbon emissions from human activities and predictions of various 
disasters have prompted the international community to reduce carbon emissions from fossil 
fuels like coal.

Massive carbon emissions reduction can be achieved by reducing the financing of power 
plants by fossil fuels like coal, which still makes up the largest energy source in Indonesia. 
Although the government has committed to reducing carbon emissions, the financing of 
power plants such as PLTUs (Steam Power Plants) that uses coal still continues. Therefore, 
Responsibank Indonesia, as a coalition of civil society concerned with the involvement of the 
financial industry in sustainable development, conducted this research to look further into 
the financing of power plants in Indonesia -- especially those based on fossils like coal -- by 
financial institutions.

This research report identifies the most prominent investors and assesses the policies on 
financing the PLTU projects and climate change using the Fair Finance Guide International 
methodology. It finds that there are five largest investors involved in the funding of coal-fired 
power plants in Indonesia. In identifying these actors, the researchers refer to the Global Coal 
Plant Tracker published by Global Energy Monitor for coal-fired power plants that are in the 
announced, licensed, and pre-licensed stages in Indonesia.

We want to thank the research team from Perkumpulan Prakarsa, who have led this research 
as part of the Responsibank Indonesia Coalition and the International Fair Finance Coalition, 
as well as the Profundo research institute who have worked hard together to collect the data 
and information and conduct analysis so we could complete this report thoroughly. Special 
thanks to Herni Ramdlaningrum and Fiona Armintasari from Perkumpulan Prakarsa and Ward 
Warmerdam and Kanchan Mishra from Profundo, who have been directly involved in the 
research and writing of this report to help us identify which financial institutions are behind 
the financing of coal-fired power plants in Indonesia since 2014.

We hope that the recommendations from this report can be implemented, such as the tightening 
of standards, regulations, and supervision of financing by banks and the financial industry in 
general for the energy sector that produces massive carbon emissions. The role of the financial 
industry regulator in Indonesia, namely the Financial Services Authority (OJK), needs to be 
strengthened to carry out its functions properly. Guidance from civil society and support and 
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awareness from the financial industry itself is no less important. Finally, while coal is still the 
‘common’ and most important fuel in Indonesia, change must begin immediately. Coal is an 
energy source of the past that must be left out, as the future lies in sustainable energy sources. 
Energy sector financing must be pushed in this direction because we cannot delay time, and 
reducing carbon emissions is vital for humanity’s survival in the future.

Jakarta, Januari 2022

Victoria Fanggidae  
Deputy Director – The Prakarsa
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

ResponsiBank Indonesia is developing a report and engagement campaign on coal-fired 
power plant financing in Indonesia. This research report provides input for their report and 
bank engagement processes, by identifying the major financiers of coal-fired power plants in 
Indonesia and assessing the power generation and climate change project finance policies of 
the five largest financiers using the Fair Finance Guide International methodology.

This research report identifies all project finance directed towards coal-fired power plant 
developments in Indonesia, both historically (2014 to present) and for projects in the pipeline. 
Moreover, the research provides a more in-depth mapping of the financiers (creditors and 
investors) of the companies (sponsors and parents) behind the development of the top-5 
announced, permitted and pre-permit coal-fired power plants in Indonesia identified through 
the Global Coal Plant Tracker published by the Global Energy Monitor. These coal-fired power 
plants are presented in Table 1.

Table 1 Selected coal-fired power plants in the pipeline in Indonesia

Coal-fired power plant Province Installed capacity (MW)

Banten Suralaya power station Banten 2,000

Tanjung Jati A power station Central Java 1,320

Jambi power station Jambi 1,200

Indramayu power station West Java 1,000

Banten Serang power station Banten 660

Source: Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Global Coal Plant Tracker”, online: https://endcoal.org/tracker/, 
viewed in November 2019.

In the period 2014-2019, a total of US$ 19.4 billion was provided as coal-fired power project 
financing in Indonesia. Financial institutions from Japan and China were the largest financiers 
of coal-fired power projects in Indonesia in the period 2014-2019.

Three bilateral development finance institutions were among the top-five financiers. These are: 
JBIC (Japan), which provided approximately US$ 4.7 billion; China Development Bank, which 
provided approximately US$ 2.0 billion, and China Eximbank, which provided approximately 
US$ 1.3 billion. The other two banks amongst the top-five project financiers are the Japanese 
banks SMBC and Mitsubishi UFJ.

The top-15 financiers together provided more than US$ 16 billion in financing to coal-fired 
power projects in Indonesia – 83% of the total identified coal-fired power project financing.
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The policy research of the top-five project financiers of the selected coal-fired power projects 
in Indonesia shows that all five banks realise the urgency to combat climate change. However, 
none of the banks has an adequate policy to avoid financing coal-fired power projects, which are 
contributing heavily to climate change and have strong negative impacts on the environments 
and on local communities. Table 2 shows the scores of the five banks on the theme Climate 
Change and on the sector Power Generation.

Table 2 Policy assessments of the top-five project financiers of 
coal-fired power plants in Indonesia

Banks Country
Climate Change 

policy score
Power Generation  

policy score

China Development Bank China 0 1.7

China Eximbank China 0 0.5

Japan Bank for International 
Cooperation

Japan 1 3.6

Mitsubishi UFJ Japan 1.7 4.8

Sumitomo Mitsui Banking 
Corporation

Japan 0.6 2.6

Source: Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Global Coal Plant Tracker”, online: https://endcoal.org/tracker/, 
viewed in November 2019.

Of the five banks, only Mitsubishi UFJ has set quantitative targets to reduce its GHG emissions 
from its own operations. The five banks also do not disclose their share of GHG emissions from 
their lending portfolio.  

Only Mitsubishi UFJ and SMBC have adopted the Equator Principles and have a lending policy 
that puts a restriction on providing finance to new coal power generation projects. Existing 
projects are an exception to the policy. Mitsubishi UFJ’s policy states that the bank will not 
finance any new coal projects. SMBC’s policy limits financial support to only coal-fired power 
that use USC or more advanced technologies. JBIC has an environmental policy that is 
derived from the OECD Guidelines and IFC Performance Standards. All banks have committed 
to increase their lending to the renewable energy sector, but only Mitsubishi UFJ has set a 
quantitative target for the increase of its investments in the renewable energy sector.   
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ResponsiBank Indonesia is developing a report and engagement campaign on coal-fired power 
plant financing in Indonesia. This research report provides input into their report and bank 
engagement processes. This research report identifies the major financiers of pipeline coal-
fired power plants in Indonesia and assesses the energy sector and climate changes policies of 
the five largest financiers using the Fair Finance Guide methodology.

This research report identifies all project finance directed towards coal-fired power plant 
development in Indonesia, both historically (2014 to present) and in the pipeline. Moreover, the 
research provides a more in-depth mapping of the financiers (creditors and investors) of the 
companies (sponsors and parents) behind the development of the top-5 pipeline (announced, 
permitted and pre-permit) coal-fired power plants in Indonesia identified through the Global 
Coal Plant Tracker published by the Global Energy Monitor. These coal-fired power plants are 
presented in Table 1.

Table 3 Selected pipeline coal-fired power plants in Indonesia

Coal-fired power plant Installed capacity (MW)

Banten Suralaya power station 2,000

Tanjung Jati A power station 1,320

Jambi power station 1,200

Indramayu power station 1,000

Banten Serang power station 660

Source: Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Global Coal Plant Tracker”, online: https://endcoal.org/tracker/, 
viewed in November 2019.

This report is structured as follows: Chapter 3 outlines the research methodology used for 
this study; Chapter 4 presents the findings of the financial flows analysis; and Chapter 5 and 6 
details the outcomes of the financial institution’s policy assessments; and Chapter 7 provides 
recommendation. A summary of the findings of this report can be found on the first pages of 
this report.

Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION
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POWER PLANT ENERGY IN 
INDONESIA AND THE ROLE OF 
BANKING SECTOR

CHAPTER 2
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At global level, pressure on coal-fired power plants and coal has become increasingly prominent 
due to its impact on massive environmental destruction, degradation of health and climate 
change. The demand to move away from coal-fired power plant for cleaner source of energy 
has become stronger. Massive mobilization has been taking place around the globe as a form 
of protest against fossil fuels. However, this movement has yet to transform the awareness and 
comunal agreement in Indonesia. 

According to the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (ESDM), fossil fuels are still the 
primary energy source used for generating electricity in Indonesia. Fossil fuels accounted for 
60.485 MW or equivalent to 85,31 percent of total installed capacity nationally. Coal is the main 
source of electricity in Indonesia accounting for 61 percent of total electricity production. 

The Government of Indonesia seemingly on a contrary path against the global trend of putting 
an end to coal by developing more coal-fired power plants in several provinces in Indonesia. 
The Government’s ambition to fill the need for 35,000 MW electricity shortage in Java, Madura 
and Bali is pursued by constructing CFPP projects in Indonesia. Sacrificing nature and 
humanity from the upstream to the downstream. The worst impact is felt by the community 
surrounding the coal mining area where air, water and soil pollution continue to speed up. At 
the moment, there are at least 9 CFPP projects under pipeline and permission sued by  civil 
society organizations as they demand for cancelling the projects. The projects are follows :

Table 4 The Construction Plan of CFPP in Java and Bali

Location Developer Capacity StatusNo Coal-Fired Power Plant

Planning2000 MW

2000 MW

2000 MW

1000 MW

2 x 1000 MW

1000 MW

1000 MW

660 MW

1320 MW

Planning

PPA

PPA

PPA

PPA

PPA

Permit application

Permit application

Developer

-

China Huadian

Indonesia Power

Marubeni Corp, Korea Mindland Power, Samtan, Indika Grup

YTL, Bakrie Group

Sumitomo, Astra Grup

Indonesia Power

China Huadian

Suralaya, Banten

Cikarang, West Java

Cilacap, Central Java

Cilegon Banten

West Java

West Java

Central Java

West Java

Bali

Jawa 5

Jawa 6

Jawa 8

Jawa 9 dan 10

Cirebon 2

Tanjung Jati A

Tanjung Jati B

Indramayu

Celukan Bawang 2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Source: Mongabai 2018

Furthermore, an analysis published by Koalisi Break Free from Coal Indonesia in 2018 showed 
that the cost of CFPP is considered to be economically unprofitable but will instead bring 
a significant loss to the Indonesian economy. According to Koalisi Break Free from Coal 

Chapter 2 
POWER PLANT ENERGY IN INDONESIA AND 
THE ROLE OF BANKING SECTOR
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Indonesia , with an economic growth of 7,2 percent the electricity reserves provided by CFPP 
will not be absorbed by consumers causing the electricity produced to be wasted despite the 
environmental damage it has already caused. Even worst,  several existing CFPP projects are 
associated with unresolved issues such as land conflict (Walhi, 2018).

In 2019, Responsibank Indonesia conducted an analysis that was later being adapted into 
a documentary film titled “The Agony of Coal : Bank Must Be Held Accountable“. In this film 
Responsibank Indonesia uncovers the dirty truth of coal by portraying the situation of CFPP 
located in Kanci district, Cirebon Regency. Responsibank Indonesia discovered that Unit 1 
Cirebon CFPP is responsible for the environmental damage and social conflict that should 
not be taken lightly. Based on that film, the surrounding community must bear the cost of 
pollution in the rice field, salt ponds, fish habitat as well as social conflict. Unfortunately, for the 
Indonesian Government, those problems do not exist. The Government of Indonesia continue 
expanding Unit 2 Cirebon CFPP project with a capacity of 1 x 1000 Mega Watt. It is located 
closely with Unit 1 Cirebon CFPP. The damage on fishing grounds due to massive liquid waste 
and coal dumping caused by barge traffic at CFPP site was ignored for the sake of achieving the 
ambitious target of 35,000 MW electricity.

The expansion of Cirebon Unit 2 CFPP with a capacity of 1 x 1000 MW has been ongoing since 
2017.  With an operational target of 2022, the expansion of Cirebon Unit 2 is built on an area of 
200 hectares .With a total cost of Rp 28 trilion, where one of its source of fundings came from 
international syndicated loan. Without seemingly learn from Unit 1 Cirebon CFPP which has 
sacrificed the nature and commuties. The expansion of unit 2 Cirebon CFPP continue without 
preserving the nature and its surroundings.

Salt farmers, small-scale fishermens in Kandaru district who were affected greatly by the 
expansion of Unit 2 Cirebon CFPP were powerless. They were intimidated and forced to give 
their land. Despite one  local fishermen who sued and won in the first lawsuit, the expansion 
unit of Cirebon-2  won in its appeal. The Cirebon case described just a few of the complexities 
around CFPPs in Indonesia. This problem needs to be stopped immediately. The government 
needs to realize its commitment to reduce its dependency on coal and optimizes the use of 
renewable energy alternatives.

Apart from the government, the banking and investment sector which are the main financiers 
of Unit 2 Cirebon CFPP continue to support the project through lending activities. ING who 
pledge to stop fossil fuels financing in 2015 were one among other international banks behind 
the Cirebon CFPP project. ING is a Dutch multinational banking and insurance company 
headquartered in Amsterdam, Netherlands. Other banks acted as investor in the expansion 
of Unit 2 Cirebon CFPP Project including Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ lend a total amount of $155.69 
billion , Mizuho Bank lend a total amount of $155.68 billion, and  Sumitomo Mitsui Banking 
Corporation invest a total amount of $155.68 billion.
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Figure 1  International Banks Involved in Syndicated Loan of PLTU 2 Cirebon Expansion

Banks seemingly ignorant of the social and environmental condition surrounding Cirebon-2 
expansion unit. By financing the project, those syndicated banks are accountable for promoting 
the destruction of nature and humanity. Therefore, Responsibank Indonesia aims to study the 
construction map of CFPP in Indonesia and its financial relationship with the banking sector. 
In collaboration with Profundo, Responsibank Indonesia has identified the involvement of 
banks as the main financier of coal-fired power plants in Indonesia. This study complements 
the Bank Assessment report using Fair Finance Guide Interntional Methodology.

This study mapped the identification results of all project financing for coal-fired power plants 
construction in Indonesia, both historically (2014 onwards) and under construction. Moreover, 
this study provides an in-depth mapping of financiers (creditors and investors) from 5 major 
construction companies of coal-fired power plants (sponsorship and parent)of announced, 
licensed and pre-licensed in Indonesia. The data used as a reference during the identification 
process is Global Coal Plant Tracker launched by Global Energy Monitor.

This report is organized based on the following structure; Chapter 2 outlines the progress of 
CFPP construction in Indonesia, arising issues and how civil society organizations including 
Responsibank Indonesia work collectively to advocate using research, documentation, public 
discussion and policy analysis.  Chapter 3 provides a general overview of the methdology used 
in this study by outlining the type of investment studied , duration of study, estimation method 
to calculate the constribution of each financial institutions in the transaction and the source of 
data used in this study.

Chapter 4 highlights the financial flows to coal-fired power plants in Indonesia between 2014-
2019, an in-depth financial analysis and flow to stakeholders of five biggest coal-fired power 
plant projects categorized as announced, permitted and/or pre-licensed. Chapter 5 explains 
the sustainable finance policy of the five largest banks that engage in project financing of the 
selected coal-fired power plants in Indonesia. 

In Chapter 2, there are some repeated numbers on PLN data who act as one of the main 
shareholders of Banten Suralaya CFPP, Jambi CFPP and Indramayu CFPP. This is because 
the data were presented as an aggregate hence there is no specific information regarding the 
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financial flows of banks to each CFPP. Banks that involved in facilitating syndicated loans to PT 
PLN (State Electricity Enterprise) are held accountable for the environmental damage, human 
rights violations and the social impact it has caused because the fund is used to finance CFPP 
and its transmission network.

Chapter 6 highlights the result of bank assessment in Indonesia based on climate change 
and power generation themes where lending policy in the coal sector  become a reference for 
banking sector in Indonesia. In the last chapter or Chapter 7 provides recommendations that 
can be implemented  by banks and the government to improve business practices, especially 
for energy investment in Indonesia.
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Chapter 3 
METHODOLOGY

This chapter provides an overview of the methodology applied in this research 
and is organised as follows: section 3.1 describes the types of investments that are 
researched; section 3.2 stipulates the time scope of the research; section 3.3 explains 
the estimation method to calculate financial institutions’ contributions to deals when 
necessary; section 3.4 describes the data sources that were used for this research.

3.1  Types of financing
The banks financing deforestation-risk companies can be involved through two types of 
financing: credit and investment. When financial institutions provide credit, it can be through 
loans or the underwriting of share and/or bond issuances. Investment, on the other hand, is 
when financial institutions invest in the equity and debt of a company by holding shares and/
or bonds. This section outlines the different types of financing, how they were researched and 
the implications for the study.

3.1.1 Loans

The easiest way to obtain debt is to borrow money. In most cases, money is borrowed from 
commercial banks. Loans can be either short-term or long-term in nature. Short-term loans 
(e.g. trade credits, current accounts, leasing agreements) have a maturity of less than a year. 
They are mostly used as working capital for day-to-day operations. Short-term debts are often 
provided by a single commercial bank, which does not ask for substantial guarantees from the 
company.

A long-term loan has a maturity of at least one year, but more often of three to ten years. Long-
term corporate loans are particularly useful to finance expansion plans, which only generate 
rewards after a certain period of time. The proceeds of corporate loans can be used for all 
activities of the company. Long-term loans are frequently extended by a loan syndicate, which 
is a group of banks brought together by one or more arranging banks. The loan syndicate will 
only undersign the loan agreement if the company can provide certain guarantees that interest 
and repayments on the loan will be fulfilled. Corporate loans are often used as project finance 
(a loan that is earmarked for a specific project) or as general corporate purposes or working 
capital. Sometimes, a loan’s use of proceeds is reported as general corporate purposes when it 
will be used for a certain project. This is difficult to ascertain.

Moreover, another type of loan is a revolving credit facility. A revolving credit facility provides a 
company with an option to take up a loan from a bank (or more often: a banking syndicate) when 
it has an urgent financing need. It is similar to a credit card. Companies can use the revolving 
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facility up to a certain limit, but they don’t have to. Revolving credits are often concluded 
for a five-year period and then renewed, but many companies renegotiate their revolving 
credit facility every year with the same banking syndicate. Amounts, interest rates, fees and 
participating banks can change slightly every year. As the financial press often reports these 
renegotiations for larger companies, this might raise the impression that banks are lending 
huge sums of money to the same company every year. But: this concerns renegotiations of 
basically the same facility and a revolving credit facility is hardly ever actually called upon for 
a loan. Within the scope of this research revolving credit facilities are counted for every time 
that they are renewed.

Although revolving credit facilities are not always fully called upon, the syndicate of banks 
providing the facility do have the obligation to provide the entire amount of money when the 
company asks for it. Therefore, even if the company ends up never using the facility, the banks 
were still involved with the company during the period of the revolving credit facility and 
would have provided the company with the money when they asked for it.

3.1.2 Share issuances

Issuing shares on the stock exchange gives a company the opportunity to increase its equity 
by attracting a large number of new shareholders or to increase the equity from its existing 
shareholders.

When a company offers its shares on the stock exchange for first time, this is called an Initial 
Public Offering (IPO). When a company’s shares are already traded on the stock exchange, this 
is called a secondary offering of additional shares. To arrange an IPO or a secondary offering, 
a company needs the assistance of one or more (investment) banks, which will promote the 
shares and find shareholders. The role of investment banks in this process is therefore very 
important.

The role of the investment bank is temporary. The investment bank purchases the shares 
initially and then promotes the shares and finds shareholders. When all issued shares that the 
financial institution has underwritten are sold, they are no longer included in the balance sheet 
or the portfolio of the financial institution. Nevertheless, the assistance provided by financial 
institutions to companies in share issuances is crucial. They provide the company with access 
to capital markets, and provide a guarantee that shares will be bought at a pre-determined 
minimum price.

3.1.3 Bond issuances

Issuing bonds can best be described as cutting a large loan into small pieces, and selling each 
piece separately. Bonds are issued on a large scale by governments, but also by corporations. 
Like shares, bonds are traded on the stock exchange. To issue bonds, a company needs the 
assistance of one or more (investment) banks which underwrite a certain amount of the 
bonds. Underwriting is in effect buying with the intention of selling to investors. Still, in case 
the investment bank fails to sell all bonds it has underwritten, it will end up owning the bonds.
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3.1.4 (Managing) Shareholdings

Institutional investors, such as banks, insurance companies, pension funds and asset managers, 
can, through the funds they are managing, buy shares of a certain company making them part-
owners of the company. This gives the bank a direct influence on the company’s strategy. The 
magnitude of this influence depends on the size of the shareholding.

As financial institutions actively decide in which sectors and companies to invest, and are able 
to influence the company’s business strategy, this research will investigate the shareholdings 
of financial institutions of the selected companies. Shareholdings are only relevant for stock 
listed companies. Not all companies in the study are listed on a stock exchange.

Shareholdings have a number of peculiarities that have implications for the research strategy. 
Firstly, shares can be bought and sold on the stock exchange from one moment to the next. 
Financial databases keep track of shareholdings through snapshots, or filings. This means that 
when a particular shareholding is recorded in the financial database, the actual holding, or 
a portion of it, might have been sold, or more shares purchased. Secondly, share prices vary 
from one moment to the next. (Managing) investments in bonds

Institutional investors can also buy bonds of a certain company. The main difference between 
owning shares and bonds is that owner of a bond is not a co-owner of the issuing company; 
the owner is a creditor of the company. The buyer of each bond is entitled to repayment after a 
certain number of years, and to a certain interest during each of these years.

Similarly, to shares, bonds can be bought and sold from one moment to the next. Bondholdings 
are also reported by the holding investor through regular filings.

3.2 Timeframe
Corporate loans, bond and share issuances are considered credit activities. They fall within 
the remit of different departments within a bank, and as such are governed by relevant bank 
policies. The scope of this research for credit activities is January 2014 to December 2019. 
Bond- and shareholdings were analysed at their most recent filing date as of December 2019. 
Additionally, the coal-fired power project finance overview was created for the period January 
2014 to December 2019.

3.3 Financial institution financing contributions
The financial databases do not always include details on the levels of individual financial 
institutions’ contribution to a deal. Individual bank’s contributions to syndicated loans and 
underwriting were recorded to the largest extent possible where these details were included in 
the financial databases. In many cases, the total value of a loan or issuance is known, as well 
as the number of banks that participate in this loan or issuance. However, the amount that 
each individual bank commits to the loan or issuance has to be estimated. This research uses a 
two-step method to calculate this amount. The first uses the ratio of an individual institution’s 
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management fee to the management fees received by all institutions. This is calculated as 
follows:

When the fee is unknown for one or more participants in a deal, the second method is used, 
called the ‘bookratio’. The bookratio (see formula below) is used to determine the commitment 
distribution of bookrunners and other managers.

Table 5 shows the commitment assigned to book runner groups with this estimation method. 
When the number of total participants in relation to the number of bookrunners increases, 
the share that is attributed to bookrunners decreases. This prevents very large differences in 
amounts attributed to book runners and other participants.

Table 5 Commitment assigned to book runner groups

Bookratio Loans Issuances

> 1/3 75% 75%

> 2/3 60% 75%

> 1.5 40% 75%

> 3.0 < 40%* < 75%*

* In case of deals with a bookratio of more than 3.0, we use a formula which gradually lowers 
the commitment assigned to the bookrunners as the bookratio increases. The formula used 
for this:

The number in the denominator is used to let the formula start at 40 
percent in case of a bookratio of 3.0. As the bookratio increases the 
formula will go down from 40 percent. In case of issuances the number in 
the denominator is 0.769800358.

3.4 Data sources
The financial research for this projects consists of two parts. The first part was to generate an 
overview of financing to coal-fired power projects in Indonesia in the period 2014-2019. To 
do so, the research referred to project finance database IJGlobal and created a deal screener 
of coal-fired power projects in Indonesia in the period of study, focusing on projects that 
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had reached financial close, were in the process of seeking financing and/or were in the pre-
permitting phase. 

The fourth part of this research sought to gain a broader picture of financing to the stakeholders 
of five coal-fired power projects that were announced, permitted, and/or at the pre-permit 
stage. The objective is to gain insights into which financial institutions could be engaged with 
regarding the coal-fired power projects the stakeholders they finance are developing. For this 
part of the research, the study relied primarily on financial databases, including Bloomberg 
and Thomson Reuters Eikon, as well as company reporting. For additional deals, this research 
also included in-depth analysis of company websites, annual reports, company registers, 
databases such as EMIS and Orbis, and other industry sources.

3.5 Policy research
The policy research of the top five financial institutions providing project finance to the 
selected coal-fired power projects is conducted based on the 2018 version of the Fair Finance 
Guide International methodology. The following adjustments are made to the methodology to 
accommodate the requirements of this research:

01 The policy research of the five financial institutions focuses only on the theme 
“Climate Change” and the sector “Power generation”, from the methodology, all 
other themes and sectors have been ignored.

02 Since this report’s main focus is project financing, an assessment of the financial 
institutions’ policies for other business activities such as lending and asset 
management is not included in this research. 

03 The score calculation is simplified: 1 point for each element included in the 
policies of the financial institutions themselves and 0.5 points for elements that 
are covered by international standards such as the Equator Principles or the 
United Nations Global Compact (UNGC) to which the financial institution adheres.

04 The scores for the elements for each sector/theme are added and then normalized 
to a range from 0 to 10, to arrive at policy scores for Climate Change and for Power 
Generation.
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Chapter 4 
FINANCING FLOWS TO COAL-FIRED POWER 
IN INDONESIA
This chapter presents the findings of research into the financial flows to coal-fired 
power in Indonesia. The chapter is organized as follows: section 4.1 presents an 
overview of project finance provided to coal-fired power projects in Indonesia in the 
period 2014-2019, and; section 4.2 provides a more in-depth analysis of the financing 
of and financial flows to stakeholders of five coal-fired power projects that were 
announced, permitted, and/or at the pre-permit stage.

4.1 Financing of coal-fired power plants in Indonesia
The project finance transaction screen shows that financial institutions from Japan and China 
are the largest financiers of coal-fired power projects in Indonesia in the period 2014-2019 (see 
Figure 2). Financial institutions from Indonesia itself, Malaysia, Singapore, South Korea, Europe 
and North America provided lower levels of project financing to coal-fired power projects in 
the country.

Figure 2 Country of origin of financiers (2014-2019)
 

Source: IJGlobal (2019, December), Screen of project finance to coal-fired power in Indonesia 2014-2019

A closer look at the financial institutions providing project finance to coal-fired power projects 
in Indonesia in the period 2014-2019, show that there are three bilateral development finance 
institutions among the top five financiers. These are: 
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• JBIC (Japan), which provided approximately US dollar 4.7 billion;
• China Development Bank, which provided approximately US dollar 2 billion; and

• China Eximbank, which provided approximately US dollar 1.3 billion.

The top 15 financiers together provided more than US dollar 16 billion in financing to coal-fired 
power projects in Indonesia – 83 percent of the total US dollar 19.4 billion in coal-fired power 
project financing in Indonesia in the period 2014-2019 (see Figure 3). 

There are differences in the number of coal-fired power project deals the financial institutions 
participated in. SMBC Group participated in approximately half of all deals. Other Japanese 
commercial banks also participated in more deals than their counterparts from other countries, 
with Mitsubishi UFJ and Mizuho Financial participating in five deals each. Indonesian state-
owned bank – Bank Mandiri – participated in three deals financing coal-fired power projects in 
Indonesia, for a value of approximately 500 million US dollar.

Figure 3 Top 15 financiers of coal-fired power projects in Indonesia (2014-2019, US$ mln)

Source: IJGlobal (2019, December), Screen of project finance to coal-fired power in Indonesia 2014-2019.

4.2 Selected coal-fired power plant stakeholder financing

This section will an in-depth analysis of five selected coal-fired power plant projects that were 
announced, permitted, and/or at the pre-permit stage. Table 6 provides an overview of the 
selected coal-fired power plants.
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Table 6 Selected coal-fired power plants

Coal-fired power plant Installed capacity (MW)

Banten Suralaya power station 2,000

Tanjung Jati A power station 1,320

Jambi power station 1,200

Indramayu power station 1,000

Banten Serang power station 660

Source: Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Global Coal Plant Tracker”, online: https://endcoal.org/tracker/, 
viewed in November 2019.

4.2.1 Banten Suralaya power station

Banten Suralaya power station, located in Cilegon in Banten Province, Java, Indonesia, currently 
has two units at the pre-permit stage (Units 9 and 10). Each coal-fired  ultra-supercritical 
facility has an electricity generation capacity of 1,000 MW. The project is co-sponsored by 
Indonesia’s state power company (PT Perusahaan Listrik Negara (PLN)) and private Indonesian 
conglomerate Barito Pacific.1  

Figure 4 Location of Banten Suralaya power station

Source: Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Banten Suralaya power station”, online: https://www.gem.wiki/
Banten_Suralaya_power_station, viewed in January 2020.

1  Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Banten Suralaya power station”, online: https://www.gem.wiki/Banten_Suralaya_
power_station, viewed in January 2020.
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PLN has a 51 percent stake, while Barito Pacific holds 49 percent in the special purpose 
vehicle Indo Raya Tenaga that will develop the coal-fired power plant. In September 2018, 
it was announced that Korean Doosan Heavy Industries and Construction was awarded the 
Engineering, Procurement, and Construction (EPC) contract.2

The total estimated cost is 3.5 billion US dollar. This is composed of the equity stakes of PLN 
and Barito Pacific and approximately 1.7 billion US dollar in debt financing potentially provided 
by the Korean export credit and insurance agencies as they support the Korean EPC contractor 
(see Figure 5).3    

It should be noted it was also reported that Indonesian government special mission vehicle 
Sarana Multi Infrastruktur would provide credit to the project.4 Earlier reporting had also 
flagged the involvement of DBS (Singapore) in providing credit to the special purpose vehicle 
Indo Raya Tenaga.5 

By May 2019, Barito Pacific had still not managed to reach financial close with potential creditors 
of the project. In the meantime, court cases were brought against the Korean export credit 
agencies in South Korea in August 2019 attempting to prevent the development of this project 
due to the expected pollution, concerns over the health of the surrounding communities, and 
the commitments made by the financial institutions to mitigate climate change.6  

Figure 5 presents an overview of potential financial structure of Banten Suralaya Units on the 
basis of the most recent sources.

2  Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Banten Suralaya power station”, online: https://www.gem.wiki/Banten_Suralaya_
power_station, viewed in January 2020; Tahara-Stubbs (2018, September), “Doosan to build Suralaya coal-fired in 
Indonesia”, IJGlobal, p. 1.

3  Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Banten Suralaya power station”, online: https://www.gem.wiki/Banten_Suralaya_
power_station, viewed in January 2020; Florentin, V. (2019, August 30), “Candidates for Javanese PLTU 9 and 10 
creditors are sued in South Korea Court”, Tempo.Co, online: https://bisnis.tempo.co/read/1242110/calon-kreditor-
pltu-jawa-9-dan-10-digugat-di-pengadilan-korsel/full&view=ok, viewed in January 2020.

4  Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Banten Suralaya power station”, online: https://www.gem.wiki/Banten_Suralaya_
power_station, viewed in January 2020

5  IJGlobal (2019, September), “Jawa 9 & Jawa 10 Coal-Fired Power Plants (2000MW)”, online: https://ijglobal.com/
data/transaction/44211/jawa-9-and-jawa-10-coal-fired-power-plants-2000mw, viewed in January 2020.

6  Florentin, V. (2019, August 30), “Candidates for Javanese PLTU 9 and 10 creditors are sued in South Korea Court”, 
Tempo.Co, online: https://bisnis.tempo.co/read/1242110/calon-kreditor-pltu-jawa-9-dan-10-digugat-di-pengadilan-
korsel/full&view=ok, viewed in January 2020.
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Figure 5 Banten Suralaya Units 9 & 10 financing structure (US$ mln)

Source: Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Banten Suralaya power station”, online: https://www.gem.wiki/
Banten_Suralaya_power_station, viewed in January 2020; Florentin, V. (2019, August 30), “Candidates for 
Javanese PLTU 9 and 10 creditors are sued in South Korea Court”, Tempo.Co, online: https://bisnis.tempo.co/
read/1242110/calon-kreditor-pltu-jawa-9-dan-10-digugat-di-pengadilan-korsel/full&view=ok, viewed in 
January 2020.
Note: * Debt providers not confirmed, values estimated.

The main equity stakeholders of the Banten Suralaya power station, as noted above, are 
state-owned electricity company PLN and Indonesian conglomerate Barito Pacific. The main 
creditors of both companies are listed in Table 7. The main creditors of the PLN include 
Indonesia’s state-owned banks Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRI) and Bank Mandiri. Notable among 
the top financiers are also the large international banks – Citigroup (United States) and HSBC 
(United Kingdom). Of further note are the bilateral development finance institutional China 
Development Bank, and the multilateral development finance institution Asia Development 
Bank. Indonesia special mission vehicle Sarana Multi Infrastruktur is also among the top 10 
creditors of PLN.

The majority of the top creditors of Barito Pacific are international banks. Indonesian banks 
may play a role in provide direct bilateral financing to the group, however this was not 
identified during this research. The majority of identified credit to Barito Pacific was in the 
form of syndicated loans and underwriting services.
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Table 7  Top 10 creditors of Banten Suralaya power station stakeholders 
(2014-2019, US$ mln)

Group Investor 
Investor 
Country

Loans Underwriting Total

PLN 
(Persero)

Bank Rakyat Indonesia

Bank Mandiri

Citigroup

HSBC

Bank Negara Indonesia

China Development Bank

Bank Central Asia

Asian Development Bank

Standard Chartered

Sarana Multi Infrastruktur

Indonesia

Indonesia

United States

United Kingdom

Indonesia

China

Indonesia

Asia

United Kingdom

Indonesia

 9,533 

 2,810 

 150 

 107 

 2,162 

 1,800 

 1,164 

 1,200 

 22 

 765 

 

 1,221 

 2,260 

 2,260 

 145 

 84 

 941 

 9,533 

 4,031 

 2,410 

 2,367 

 2,307 

 1,800 

 1,248 

 1,200 

 963 

 765 

PLN (Persero) Total  19,713  6,911 26,623 

Barito 
Pacific 
Group

BNP Paribas

Nomura

CITIC

DBS

ICICI Bank

First Financial Holding

Barclays

Chailease Holding

CTBC Financial Holding

France

Japan

China

Singapore

India

Taiwan

United Kingdom

Taiwan

Taiwan

 

 

 

116 

17 

 17 

 17 

 17 

 17 

 246 

 246 

 246 

 246 

 246 

 246 

 116 

 17 

 17 

 17 

 17 

 17 

Barito Pacific Group Total  200  738  938 

Total  19,913  7,649  27,562 

Source: Thomson EIKON, Loans, viewed in December 2019; Thomson EIKON, Share Issuances, viewed in 
December 2019; Thomson EIKON, Bond Issuances, viewed in December 2019; Bloomberg, Loan Search, 
viewed in December 2019; Bloomberg, Aggregated Debt, viewed in December 2019.

PLN is not listed on the stock exchange, however it has issued a number of bonds. The largest 
identified bondholders of PLN are Taiwanese institutional investors. Asset managers from the 
United States make up the remainder of the top 10 (see Table 8). Investors in Barito Pacific’s 
stock listed shares include a number of international financial institutions from North America 
and Europe.
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Table 8 Top 10 investors in the bonds and shares of Banten Suralaya power station stakeholders 
(US$ mln, December 2019 most recent filing date)

Group Investor Investor Country Bondholding Shareholding Total

PLN 
(Persero)

Qunyi Securities

Fuh Hwa Securities 
Investment Trust

China Development 
Financial Holding

Legg Mason

Fidelity Investments

TIAA

BlackRock

Northwestern Mutual 
Life Insurance

Invesco 

Vanguard

Taiwan

Taiwan 

Taiwan 

United States

United States

United States

United States

United States 

United States

United States

  1,312 

 1,057 
 

 893  

 476 

 369 

 358 

 342 

 327  

 322 

 292 

 1,312 

1,057 
 

 893 
 

 476 

 369 

 358 

 342 

 327 
 

 322 

 292 

PLN (Persero) Total  5,749 5,749 

Barito 
Pacific 
Group

Dimensional Fund 
Advisors

Vanguard

BlackRock

State Street

Deutsche Bank

Geode Capital 
Holdings

CPP Investment 
Board

UBS

TIAA

Northern Trust

United States 

United States

United States

United States

Germany

United States 

Canada 

Switzerland

United States

United States

  74  

 74 

 73 

 6 

 6 

 6  

 5  

 4 

 4 

 3 

 74 
 

 74 

 73 

 6 

 6 

 6 
 

 5 
 

 4 

 4 

 3 

Barito Pacific Group Total   255  255 

Total  5,749  255 6,021 

Source: Thomson EIKON, EMAXX, viewed in December 2019; Thomson EIKON, Shareholdings, viewed in 
December 2019; Thomson EIKON, Bond Issuances, viewed in December 2019; Bloomberg, Aggregated Debt, 
viewed in December 2019.
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4.2.2 Tanjung Jati A power station

Tanjung Jati A, is a planned coal-fired power plant project located in the Cirebon regency of 
Central Java. It will be construction adjacent to the 2,640 MW coal-fired power plant Tanjung 
Jati B. In December 2015, Malaysian infrastructure conglomerate YTL Corporation announced 
that it had owned 80 percent of the shares of the special purpose vehicle PT Tanjung Jati Power. 
The remaining 20 percent are owned by the Indonesian conglomerate Bakrie Group. Tanjung 
Jati A will consist of two 660 MW units, for a total of 1,220 MW. Tanjung Jati Power has signed a 
power purchase agreement with Indonesian state-owned electricity company PLN for a period 
of 30 years ending in 2051. 7 

Figure 6 Location of Tanjung Jati A power station

Source: Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Tanjung Jati A power station”, online: https://www.gem.wiki/
Tanjung_Jati_A_power_station, viewed in January 2020.

The project is estimated to cost 2.7 billion US dollar. The financing is composed of the equity 
stake of Tanjung Jati Power shareholders, and debt financing. Debt financing is likely to be 
provided by a combination of commercial banks – Malaysian CIMB Group (a United Nations 
Principles for Responsible Banking signatory) and RHB Banking have been flagged – and 
export credit financing. 8

7  Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Tanjung Jati A power station”, online: https://www.gem.wiki/Tanjung_Jati_A_power_
station, viewed in January 2020

8  Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Tanjung Jati A power station”, online: https://www.gem.wiki/Tanjung_Jati_A_power_
station, viewed in January 2020.
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On December 21, 2016, YTL Power appointed Harbin Electric International Engineering Co., Ltd., 
(HEC) as the general contractor for the project and signed an agreement.9 Given the fact that 
Chinese construction company HEC is the general contractor for the project, there is a strong 
likelihood that China Eximbank – which provides export  credit financing – may be involved in 
financing (part of) the project (see Figure 6 for the potential financing structure). In May 2017, 
YTL Power International – the electric power subsidiary of YTL Corporation – issued a US$ 576 
million Islamic bond with a 10-year maturity underwritten by Malayan Banking (Maybank). The 
proceeds of this issuance were intended to finance to fund YTL’s equity stakes in Tanjung Jati 
A, and a oil shale-fired power plant in Jordan.10

Figure 7 Tanjung Jati A financing structure (US$ mln)

Source: Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Tanjung Jati A power station”, online: https://www.gem.wiki/
Tanjung_Jati_A_power_station, viewed in January 2020.

Note: * values are estimated, not confirmed. Equity and debt split is indicate 50:50 ratio. 

In addition to the direct financing of YTL Power’s equity stake in Tanjung Jati Power, and 
the potential financing structure shown in Figure 7, Table 9 provides an overview of the top 
creditors of the stakeholders of Tanjung Jati A power station – YTL Corporation and Bakrie 

9   MarketResearch (n.d.), “TJPC/BP – Tanjung Jati A Power Plant 1320 MW – West Java - Project Profile”, online: https://
www.marketresearch.com/Timetric-v3917/TJPC-BP-Tanjung-Jati-Power-11182214/, viewed in December 2019.

10 Bintcliffe, J. (2017, May 8), “YTL closes on sukuk for IPP equity”, online: https://ijglobal.com/articles/106226/ytl-
closes-on-sukuk-for-ipp-equity, viewed in December 2019; BondInfoHub (n.d.), “Stock code: VN170154”, online: 
http://bondinfo.bnm.gov.my/portal/server.pt?open=514&mode=2&objID=41927&stkcode=VN170154, viewed in 
February 2020.
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Group. The table shows that major creditors YTL Corporation are Malaysian, Singaporean, and 
Japanese banks. A major creditor of Bakrie Group is Swiss banking group Credit Suisse.

Table 9 Top 10 creditors of Tanjung Jati A power station stakeholders (2014-2019, US$ mln)

Group Investor Investor 
Country Loans Underwriting Total

YTL 
Corporation

CIMB Group

Malayan Banking

Oversea-Chinese 
Banking Corporation

Mitsubishi UFJ Financial

DBS

Public Bank

SMBC Group

ICBC

AmBank Group

Sumitomo Mitsui Trust

Malaysia

Malaysia

Singapore 

Japan

Singapore

Malaysia

Japan

China

Malaysia

Japan

370 

 584 

370 

370 

228 

216 

107

50 

1,154 

 619* 

 43  

 90 

  1,154

989

627 

370 

370 

228 

216 

107 

90 

50  

YTL Corporation Total  2,294  1,330 3,624 

Bakrie Group Credit Suisse

Daley Capital

Fountain City Investment

Switzerland

United States

Marshall Islands

 179 

21 

2 

 

 8 

 

  179 

 29 

 2  

Bakrie Group Total  202  8  210 

Total  2,496  1,704  4,201 

Source: Thomson EIKON, Loans, viewed in December 2019; Thomson EIKON, Share Issuances, viewed in 
December 2019; Thomson EIKON, Bond Issuances, viewed in December 2019; Bloomberg, Loan Search, viewed 
in December 2019; Bloomberg, Aggregated Debt, viewed in December 2019.

Note: * Includes YTL Power International 2017 Islamic bond issuance used in part to finance the company’s 
equity stake in Tanjung Jati A.

Table 10 lists the top 10 investors in the bonds and shares of the three stakeholders of Tanjung 
Jati A – YTL Corporation, Harbin Electric Corporation and Bakrie Group. Major investors in 
YTL Corporation include Malaysian government-linked investors Employees Provident Fund 
(compulsory private sector pension scheme), Permodalan Nasional Berhad (PNB) and ValueCap. 
Other investors include US asset managers, and the Norwegian Government Pension Fund 
Global. Investors in Harbin Electric include international and Chinese institutional investors.
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Table 10 Top 10 investors in the bonds and shares of Tanjung Jati A power station stakeholders  
(US$ mln, December 2019 most recent filing date)

Group Investor Investor 
Country Bondholding Shareholding Total

YTL 
Corporation

Employees 
Provident Fund

Permodalan 
Nasional Berhad

Vanguard

Dimensional Fund 
Advisors

BlackRock

Government of 
Pahang Malaysia

ValueCap

Prudential (UK)

Norwegian 
Government 
Pension Fund - 
Global

Government of 
Malaysia

Malaysia 

Malaysia 

United States

United States 

United States

Malaysia 

Malaysia

United 
Kingdom

Norway 
 

 
Malaysia

 
236  

 175  

 49 

 25  

 22 

 21  

 20 

 10 

 9  

 9 

 236  

 175 
 

 49 

 25 
 

 22 

 21 
 

 20 

 10 

 9 

 

 9 

 

YTL Corporation Total   575  575 

Harbin 
Electric 
Corporation

Value Partners 
Group

Vanguard

GF Securities

Dimensional Fund 
Advisors

BlackRock

AXA

State Street

GMO

Fullgoal Fund 
Management

Research Affiliates

China 

United States

China

United States 

United States

France

United States

United States

China 

United States

  8  

 7 

 6 

 4 
 

 3 

 1 

 1 

 0.4 

 0.3 
 

 0.3  

  8 
 

 7 

 6 

 4  

 3 

 1 

 1 

 0.4 

 0.3 
 

 0.3  

Harbin Electric Corporation Total   31  31 
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Bakrie Group Daley Capital

Bank Sinar Mas

CIM Investment 
Management UK

Dimensional Fund 
Advisors

United States

Indonesia

United 
Kingdom

United States

 8 

 4

 3 
 

 0.03 

 8 

 4

 3  

 0.03 

Bakrie Group Total   16  16 

Total  622  622 

Source: Thomson EIKON, EMAXX, viewed in December 2019; Thomson EIKON, Shareholdings, viewed in 
December 2019; Thomson EIKON, Bond Issuances, viewed in December 2019; Bloomberg, Aggregated Debt, 
viewed in December 2019.

4.2.3 Jambi power station

Jambi coal-fired power station will be located in East Tanjung Jabung regency of Jambi province 
on Riau. The power proposed power station will consist of four 300 MW units.

Figure 8 Location of Jambi power station

Source: Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Jambi power station”,  online: https://www.gem.wiki/Jambi_power_
station, viewed in January 2020.

Most recent government publications put the completion date for the first unit in 2023. One of 
China’s Big Five power companies – China Huadian -  signed a power purchase agreement with 
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11  Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Jambi power station”, online: https://www.gem.wiki/Jambi_power_station, viewed 
in January 2020.

12  China Huadian Corporation (2018, June) “华华华华华华-2华华华华华华华华华华华华”, online: http://www.chd.com.cn/
webfront/webpage/web/contentPage/id/080b314953df4da28d010f8a6b4f214c, viewed in February 2020.

13  Hamdi, E. (2019, November), The Case for System Transformation in Indonesia, Cleveland: Institute for Energy 
Economics and Financial Analysis, p. 26; PP Energi (n.d.), “Thermal Powerplant [sic]”, online: http://www.pp-energi.
com/en/our-business/thermal-powerplant.html, viewed February 2020.

Indonesia state-owner power company PLN in April 2019. 11  China Huadian reports that the 
agreement relates to the second Unit (Jambi 2) and that this will be a build, own, operate, 
transfer (BOOT) project. Transfer period is after 25 years. The construction is expected to be 
completed three years. 12

PP Energi – the power plant construction and investment subsidiary of Indonesian state-
owned construction company PT PP – is also investing in the Jambi power station. The exact 
role, whether it is also constructing the power plant, has not been confirmed. 13

As the project has not reached financial close, and details on equity stake and likely financiers 
are not known, it is not possible to provide an overview of the potential financing structure. 
Given the role of China Huadian, it is possible that China Eximbank may play a role in providing 
export credit financing. China Development Bank may also provide a loan to the project. 
Given PLN and PP Energi’s role, the project may also receive financing the support from the 
Indonesian government’s special mission vehicle Sarana Multi Infrastruktur. 

Table 11 provides an overview of the top 10 creditors of the three stakeholders in Jambi coal-
fired power station – China Huadian, PLN and PT PP. It shows that one major creditor of both 
China Huadian and PLN is China Development Bank. Given the existing relationship with both 
companies, it may be called upon to finance the Jambi power plant. The largest creditor of 
China Huadian is United Nations Principles for Responsible Banking signatory ICBC (China), 
as well as other major Chinese banks. Creditors of PLN are more varied, but the two largest 
creditors are two of Indonesia’s state-owned banks – Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRI) and Bank 
Mandiri. Bank Mandiri is also the largest creditor of PT PP.

Table 11 Top 10 creditors of Jambi power station stakeholders (2014-2019, US$ mln)

Group Investor Investor 
Country Loans Underwriting Total

China 
Huadian

ICBC

CITIC

Bank of Beijing

China Everbright Group

China Construction Bank

China

China

China

China

China

 105 

98

9,132 

 6,587 

 6,580 

6,426

5,395

  9,237 

 6,587 

 6,580 

 6,426   

5,493
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China Merchants Group

China Development Bank

Agricultural Bank of 
China

Bank of China

Bank of Communications

China

China

China 

China

China

 140 

 

109 

 4,569 

 4,270 

4,093  

 3,498 

 2,547

 4,709 

 4,270 

4,093  

 3,607 

 2,547

China Huadian Total  452  53,097 53,549 

PLN 
(Persero)

Bank Rakyat Indonesia

Bank Mandiri

Citigroup

HSBC

Bank Negara Indonesia

China Development Bank

Bank Central Asia

Asian Development Bank

Standard Chartered

Sarana Multi Infrastruktur

Indonesia

Indonesia

United States

United Kingdom

Indonesia

China

Indonesia

Global

United Kingdom

Indonesia

 9,533 

 2,810 

 150 

 107 

 2,162 

 1,800 

 1,164 

 1,200 

 22 

 765  

 

1,221 

 2,260 

 2,260 

 145 

 84 

 941 

   9,533 

 4,031 

 2,410 

 2,367 

 2,307 

 1,800 

 1,248 

 1,200 

 963 

 765   

PLN (Persero) Total 19,713  6,911 26,623 

PT PP 
Persero

Bank Mandiri

Danareksa Sekuritas

Bank Negara Indonesia

Bahana Group

CIMB Group

Indonesia

Indonesia

Indonesia

Indonesia

Malaysia

 72 

 64 

 64 

 8 

 8 

 72 

 64 

 64 

 8 

 8 

PT PP Persero Total   217 217

Total 20,165  60,225 80,390 

Source: Thomson EIKON, Loans, viewed in December 2019; Thomson EIKON, Share Issuances, viewed in 
December 2019; Thomson EIKON, Bond Issuances, viewed in December 2019; Bloomberg, Loan Search, 
viewed in December 2019; Bloomberg, Aggregated Debt, viewed in December 2019.

Table 12 provides an overview of the top 10 investors in the bonds and shares of the three 
stakeholders of Jambi coal-fired power plant. PLN is not listed on the stock exchange, however 
it has issued a number of bonds. The largest identified bondholders of PLN are Taiwanese 
institutional investors. Asset managers from the United States make up the remainder of the 
top 10.
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The largest investors in the bonds and shares of China Huadian’s eponymous stock-listed 
subsidiary include Chinese, North American and UK institutional investors. The largest 
investors in the shares of PT PP include US and Asian asset mangers, as well as the Norwegian 
Government Pension Fund Global.

Table 12 Top 10 investors in the bonds and shares of Jambi power station stakeholders (US$ 
mln, December 2019 most recent filing date)

Group Investor Investor 
Country Bondholding Shareholding Total

PLN 
(Persero)

Qunyi Securities

Fuh Hwa Securities 
Investment Trust

China Development 
Financial Holding

Legg Mason

Fidelity Investments

TIAA

BlackRock

Northwestern Mutual 
Life Insurance

Invesco

Vanguard

Taiwan

Taiwan 

Taiwan 

United States

United States

United States

United States

United States 

United States

United States

  1,312 

 1,057 
 

 893 
 

 476 

 369 

 358 

 342 

 327 
 

 322 

 292  

 1,312 

1,057 
 

 893 
 

 476 

 369 

 358 

 342 

 327 
 

 322 

 292  

PLN (Persero) Total  5,749  5,749 

China 
Huadian

Lucion Group

BlackRock

Pzena Investment 
Management

Central Huijin Asset 
Management

Bosera Asset 
Management

Monetary Authority of 
Macao

CITIC

Vanguard

Manulife Financial

Prudential (UK)

China

United States

United States 

China 

China 

Macao 

China

United States

Canada

United Kingdom

 

 27 

 

 

26  

 

22 

 14 

 553 

 44 

 59  

 54 
 

 17 
 

 33 
 

 30 

 28 

 0 

 1  

 553 

 70 

 59 
 

 54 
 

 43 
 

 33  

 30 

 28 

 22 

 15  

China Huadian Total  89  819  908 
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PT PP 
Persero

Government of 
Indonesia 

Norwegian 
Government Pension 
Fund - Global

Value Partners Group

Dimensional Fund 
Advisors

Vanguard

Fidelity International

BlackRock

NN Group

Nomura

Mizuho Financial

Indonesia 

Norway 
 

China

United States 

United States

Bermuda

United States

Netherlands

Japan

Japan

 380  

 28 
 
 

 20 

 11 
 

 10 

 9 

 7 

 4 

 2 

 2 

 380  

 28 
 
 

 20 

 11 
 

 10 

 9 

 7 

 4 

 2 

 2 

PT PP Persero Total   472  472 

TOTAL  5,837  1,291 7,129 

Source: Thomson EIKON, EMAXX, viewed in December 2019; Thomson EIKON, Shareholdings, viewed in 
December 2019; Thomson EIKON, Bond Issuances, viewed in December 2019; Bloomberg, Aggregated Debt, 
viewed in December 2019.

4.2.4 Indramayu power station

Indramayu coal-fired power station, is an existing power station with a 990 MW capacity. A 
further 2,000 MW has been proposed for the power plant located in Indramayu regency in West 
Java. The first three 330 MW units were financed by a 562 million US dollar loan from the China 
Development Bank, and the construction was carried out by Chinese construction companies 
China National Electric Engineering Company (CNEEC) and China National Machinery Industry 
Corporation (Sinomach). 14

14  Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Indramayu power station”, online: https://www.gem.wiki/Indramayu_power_station, 
viewed in January 2020.
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15  Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Indramayu power station”, online: https://www.gem.wiki/Indramayu_power_station, 
viewed in January 2020.

16  Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Indramayu power station”, online: https://www.gem.wiki/Indramayu_power_station, 
viewed in January 2020.

Figure 9 Location of Indramayu power station

Source: Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Indramayu power station”, online: https://www.gem.wiki/Indramayu_
power_station, viewed in January 2020.

Indonesian state-owned electricity company PLN owns the Indramayu plant, and is planning 
to build two additional 1,000 MW units. However, the company has been struggling to obtain 
the necessary permits in the face of opposition from local communities who are concerned 
about health issues and argue that there was no public consultation with them prior to the 
initial environmental permit being granted. As a result, the permits were revoked and the issue 
has been taken to a higher court.15

Most recent reporting in October 2019 suggests that PLN is seeking funding for the first 1,000 
Unit (known as unit 4).  As the project has not reached financial close it is not possible to 
develop a potential financing structure. However, Table 13 presents an overview of PLN’s top 
10 creditors. Among them are two Indonesian state-owned banks – Bank Rakyat Indonesia 
and Bank Mandiri – who are the top two creditors of the electric utility company. Also among 
the top creditors are a bilateral development finance institution (China Development Bank) 
and a multilateral development finance institution (Asian Development Bank). The Indonesian 
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governments special mission vehicle Sarana Multi Infrastruktur is also among the top creditors 
of PLN. 

Due to the capital intensive nature of coal-fired power plant, PLN is likely to approach 
development finance institutions first before it approaches commercial banks. If commercial 
banks do finance the project, they may also require participation of development finance 
institutions, or  guarantee.

Table 13 Top 10 creditors of Indramayu power station stakeholders (2014-2019, US$ mln)

Group Investor Investor country Loans Underwriting Total

PLN 
(Persero)

Bank Rakyat Indonesia

Bank Mandiri

Citigroup

HSBC

Bank Negara Indonesia

China Development Bank

Bank Central Asia

Asian Development Bank

Standard Chartered

Sarana Multi Infrastruktur

Indonesia

Indonesia

United States

United Kingdom

Indonesia

China

Indonesia

Asia

United Kingdom

Indonesia

 9,533 

 2,810 

 150 

 107 

 2,162 

 1,800 

 1,164 

 1,200 

 22 

 765  

1,221 

 2,260 

 2,260 

 145 

 84 

 941  

   9,533 

 4,031 

 2,410 

 2,367 

 2,307 

 1,800 

 1,248 

 1,200 

 963 

 765    

TOTAL  19,713  6,911  26,623 

Source: Thomson EIKON, Loans, viewed in December 2019; Thomson EIKON, Share Issuances, viewed in 
December 2019; Thomson EIKON, Bond Issuances, viewed in December 2019; Bloomberg, Loan Search, 
viewed in December 2019; Bloomberg, Aggregated Debt, viewed in December 2019.

PLN is not listed on the stock exchange, however it has issued a number of 
bonds. The largest identified bondholders of PLN are Taiwanese institutional 
investors. Asset managers from the United States make up the remainder of 
the top 10 (see Table 14).

Tabel 14  10 investor terbesar pada obligasi dan saham stakeholder PLTU Indramayu 
(US$ juta, tanggal pengajuan terakhir Desember 2019)

Grup Investor Negara 
Investor Obligasi Saham Total

PLN 
(Persero)

Qunyi Securities

Fuh Hwa Securities 
Investment Trust

China Development 
Financial Holding

Taiwan

Taiwan 

Taiwan

 1,312 

 1,057 
 

 893 
  

 
  

  1,312 

1,057 
 

 893     
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Legg Mason

Fidelity Investments

TIAA

BlackRock

Northwestern Mutual 
Life Insurance

Invesco

Vanguard

Amerika Serikat

Amerika Serikat

Amerika Serikat

Amerika Serikat

Amerika Serikat 

Amerika Serikat

Amerika Serikat

 476 

 369 

 358 

 342 

 327 

322 

 292  

 
  

 476 

 369 

 358 

 342 

 327 
 

 322 

 292     

TOTAL  5,749 5,749 

Sumber: Thomson EIKON, EMAXX, dilihat pada Desember 2019; Thomson EIKON, Shareholdings, dilihat pada 
Desember 2019; Thomson EIKON, Bond Issuances, dilihat pada Desember 2019; Bloomberg, Aggregated 
Debt, dilihat pada Desember 2019.

4.2.5 PLTU Banten Serang

PLTU batu bara Banten Serang berlokasi di Kabupaten Serang, Provinsi Banten, di Pulau 
Jawa.xvii Saat ini, PLTU ini memiliki satu unit pembangkit listrik dengan kapasitas 660 MW 
yang beroperasi sejak Maret 2017. Badan usaha dengan misi khusus yang membangun PLTU 
Banten Serang adalah PT Lestari Banten Energi (LBE). LBE memiliki perjanjian jual beli listrik 
(PPA) dengan PLN. Ditandatangani pada 2012, PPA tersebut akan berakhir pada Maret 2042.
xviii PLTU batu bara Banten Serang beroperasi sebagai proyek dengan skema build, operate, 
transfer (BOT) untuk jangka waktu 25 tahun.19

Gambar 10 Lokasi PLTU Banten Serang
 

Sumber: Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Banten Serang power station”, online: https://www.gem.wiki/
Banten_Serang_power_station, dilihat pada Januari 2020.

17  Global Energy Monitor (n.d.), “Banten Serang power station”, online: https://www.gem.wiki/Banten_Serang_power_
station, viewed in January 2020.
18  Moody’s Investor Service (2018, November 2), Rating Action: Moody’s assigns first-time Baa3 rating to LLPL Capital’s 
USD senior secured notes, p. 1-3.
19  Genting Group (2019, March), Annual Report 2018, p. 179.
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Lestari Banten Energi is seeking to expand the power station with an additional 660 MW coal-
fired power unit. Indications are that construction should be completed by 2025. The expansion 
is expected to cost approximately 1 billion US dollar. When the first unit received financing in 
2013, the financing structure was as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 Banten Serang Unit 1 financing structure (US$ mln)

Source: IJGlobal (2013, July), Banten 1 Coal-Fired Power Plant (660MW) IPP, p. 1-2.

In February 2016, one month before the first unit became operational, subsidiary of Chinese 
State Development & Investment Corporation (SDIC) Jaderock Investment Singapore acquired 
a 42 percent stake in Genting Group’s investment vehicle Lestari Listrik (Singapore) whose only 
investment was Lestari Banten Energy (LBE). This gave SDIC a 40 percent effective stake in 
LBE.20  SDIC paid approximately 120 million US dollar for its stake in LBE.21 SDIC has placed this 
investment under China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).22

In February 2019, SPV Lestari Banten Energi – through its subsidiary LLP Capital – issued a 775 

20 State Development & Investment Corporation (2018, January), Overseas Social Responsibility Report: 1995-2017, p. 
30; Genting Group (2017, March), Annual Report 2016, p. 136.
21  Genting Group (2017, March), Annual Report 2016, p. 69.
22  State Development & Investment Corporation (2018, January), Overseas Social Responsibility Report: 1995-2017, p. 
30; Genting Group (2017, March), Annual Report 2016, p. 136.
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23 Genting Group (2019, March), Annual Report 2018, p. 180.
24  IJGlobal (2019, February), Lestari Banten Energi Bond Facility 2019, p. 1-2; Moody’s Investor Service (2018, November 
2), Rating Action: Moody’s assigns first-time Baa3 rating to LLPL Capital’s USD senior secured notes, p. 1-3.
25  Genting Group (2017, March), Annual Report 2016, p. 38.

million US dollar 20-year bond to refinance Banten Serang Unit 1, and to service existing senior 
debt facilities maturing in December 2024 and December 2029. The bond, with a 6.875 percent 
coupon rate, was offered within the United States and listed on the Singapore Securities 
Exchange.23  The issuance underwriters were:

193.75
million

US$

193.75
million

US$

193.75
million

US$

193.75
million

US$

24

As mentioned above, Banten 
Serang coal-fired power plant 
owners seek to build a second 
660 MW unit. In order to do 
so, the shareholders of LBE 
established a second company 
Lestari Banten Listrik (LBL) 
with the same shareholding 
structure as LBE to negotiate 
the development of the 
second unit. 25  The current 
ownership structure of LBE 
and LBL, together Banten 
Serang power station, is 
shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12 Ownership structure of Banten Serang power 
station (2019)

Source: State Development & Investment Corporation (2018, January), Overseas Social Responsibility Report: 
1995-2017, p. 30; Genting Group (2017, March), Annual Report 2016, p. 38, 69, 136; IJGlobal (2019, February), 
Lestari Banten Energi Bond Facility 2019, p. 1-2; Moody’s Investor Service (2018, November 2), Rating Action: 
Moody’s assigns first-time Baa3 rating to LLPL Capital’s USD senior secured notes, p. 1-3.
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The stakeholders of Banten Serang coal-fired power plant are still negotiating financing. Given 
the example of the financing structure of the first unit – Lestari Banten Energi (see Figure 
11) – it is possible that the stakeholders will pursue a similar structure for the second unit. 
However, with the entry of SDIC, and the fact that SDIC placed this investment under the Belt 
and Road Initiative, there is likely to be a larger role for Chinese financial institutions, and 
possibly the development financing institution developed in the context of the BRI, namely 
the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank. If Chinese construction companies are contracted to 
construct the second unit, then China Eximbank may provide export credit financing. However, 
if Malaysian construction companies are involved in the construction of the power plant, then 
the Export-Import Bank of Malaysia may provided some financing.

Table 15 provides an overview of the major creditors of the projects stakeholders – SDIC and 
Genting Group. The top creditors of SDIC are exclusively Chinese financial institutions. The 
major creditors of Genting Group, include Asian and European financial institutions. Its largest 
creditor is Singaporean OCBC.

Table 15 Top 10 creditors of Banten Serang power station stakeholders (2014-2019, US$ mln)

Group Investor Investor 
Country Loans Underwriting Total

SDIC Industrial and Commercial 
Bank of China

Bank of China

China Construction Bank

China Development Bank

China Securities 
Investor Protection Fund 
Corporation

Agricultural Bank of China

Postal Savings Bank of 
China

Bank of Communications

CITIC

CSC Financial

China 

China

China

China

China 
 

China

China 

China

China

China

 2,081  

 1,588 

 1,862 

 1,519 

 
 

 1,026 

 1,016 
 

 1,016 

 

 

1,228 
 

 1,240 

 853 

 676 

 1,655  
 

 619 

 226 
 

 170 

 1,169 

 965  

  3,309 
 

 2,828 

 2,714 

 2,195 

 1,655 
 
 

 1,645 

 1,241  

 1,186 

 1,169 

 965    

SDIC Total 10,107  8,801 18,908 

Genting 
Group

Oversea-Chinese Banking 
Corporation

SMBC Group

HSBC

Malayan Banking

Singapore 

Japan

United Kingdom

Malaysia

  2,258 
 

 609 

 393 

 386  

     2,258 
 

 609 

 393 

 386        
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Mitsubishi UFJ Financial

DBS

BNP Paribas

Citigroup

JPMorgan Chase

Bangkok Bank

Japan

Singapore

France

United States

United States

Thailand

 343 

 343 

 261 

 261      

250

211

     343 

 343 

 261 

 261       

250    

211

Genting Group Total  5,316 26,623 

TOTAL 15,423  8,801 24,224 

Sumber: Thomson EIKON, Loans, dilihat pada Desember 2019; Thomson EIKON, Share Issuances, dilihat 
pada Desember 2019; Thomson EIKON, Bond Issuances, dilihat pada Desember 2019; Bloomberg, Loan 
Search, dilihat pada Desember 2019; Bloomberg, Aggregated Debt, dilihat pada Desember 2019.

Table 16 presents the top 10 investors in the bonds and shares of Genting Group, and SDIC’s 
relevant stock-listed subsidiary SDIC Power Holdings. Investors in Genting include Singapore’s 
government investment vehicle GIC, and APG the asset manager for the largest pension fund in 
the Netherlands (ABP). Other investors include banks and asset managers from North America 
and Europe. The main investors in SDIC Power Holdings include both Chinese and US asset 
managers.

Table 16 Top 10 investors in the bonds and shares of Banten Serang power station stakeholders 

(US$ mln, December 2019 most recent filing date)

Group Investor Investor 
Country Bondholding Shareholding Total

Genting 
Group

Orbis Group

OCBC

GIC

Vanguard

Comgest

BlackRock

Sun Life Financial

Prudential (UK)

APG Group

Dimensional Fund 
Advisors

Bermuda

Singapore

Singapore

United States

France

United States

Canada

United Kingdom

Netherlands

United States

 

 1 

 168 

 128 

 124 

 119 

 95 

 94 

 80 

 69 

 67 

 67 

 168 

 128 

 124 

 119 

 95 

 94 

 80 

 70 

 67 

 67 

Genting Group Total  1  1,011 1,012 
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SDIC Shanghai Chongyang 
Investment

Bosera Asset 
Management

CITIC 

BlackRock

Shanghai International 
Group

Fullgoal Fund 
Management

Harvest Fund 
Management

Vanguard

Huatai-PineBridge 
Fund Management

Yinhua Fund 
Management

China 

China 

China 

United States

China 

China 

China 

United States

China 

China

 347  

 64 
 

 63

 31 

 28 
 

 27 
 

 21  

 15 

 14 
 

 13 

 347 
 

 64 
 

 63

31 

 28 
 

 27 
 

 21  

 15 

 14 
 

 13 

SDIC Total   624 624

Total  1  1,634 1,636 

Source: Thomson EIKON, EMAXX, viewed in December 2019; Thomson EIKON, Shareholdings, viewed in 
December 2019; Thomson EIKON, Bond Issuances, viewed in December 2019; Bloomberg, Aggregated Debt, 
viewed in December 2019.
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POLICY ASSESSMENTS OF THE 
TOP-5 BANKS

CHAPTER 5
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In this chapter the responsible project finance policies are assessed of the top-five 
banks providing project finance to the selected coal-fired power projects in Indonesia 
(see Figure 3):

• China Development Bank (CDB)  China
• China Eximbank  China
• Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC)  Japan
• Mitsubishi UFJ  Japan 

• Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation (SMBC)  Japan

The policy assessments are based on the Fair Finance Guide International methodology 
for the theme Climate Change (section 5.1) and the sector Power Generation (section 
5.2). The policies of the individual banks are further discussed in sections 5.3 to 5.7. 
For a clarification of how the FFGI methodology is applied, see section 51.5.

Chapter 5 
POLICY ASSESSMENTS OF THE TOP-5 BANKS

5.1 Climate Change
Table 17 shows the results of the assessments of the responsible project finance policies of the 
banks on the theme Climate Change on a scale of 0 to 10. None of the banks has a policy on 
Climate Change which includes enough relevant criteria. Mitsubishi UFJ scores relatively the 
highest with a 1.7 followed by JBIC (1) and SMBC (0.6). CDB and China Eximbank did not score 
any point on the Climate Change theme. 

Table 17 Assessments of the Climate Change policies of the top-5 banks

No Elements

CD
B

Ch
in

a 
Ex

im
ba

nk

JB
IC

M
its

ub
is

hi
 U

FJ

SM
BC

1 For its own direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions, 
the financial institution establishes measurable reduction 
objectives that is aligned with limiting the maximum global 
temperature increase of 1.5°C.

0 0 0 1 0
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No Elements

CD
B

Ch
in

a 
Ex

im
ba

nk

JB
IC

M
its

ub
is

hi
 U

FJ

SM
BC

2 
 
 
 

3 
 

4 
 
 

5 
 

6 
 

7 
 

8 
 

9 
 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14

15

For its financed greenhouse gas emissions, i.e. the 
emissions of the companies in which the financial 
institution invests, the financial institution discloses 
its share of the emissions of the energy companies and 
projects it invests in.

For its financed greenhouse gas emissions, the financial 
institution discloses its share of all the companies and 
projects it invests in.

For its financed greenhouse gas emissions, the financial 
institution establishes measurable reduction objectives 
that is aligned with limiting the maximum global 
temperature increase of 1.5°C.

The financial institution measures and discloses climate-
related impacts in line with the recommendations by the 
Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures.

The policy has a maximum threshold of 30% restricting 
finance of and investment in coal-fired power generation 
and coal mining

The policy has a maximum threshold of 30% restricting 
finance of and investment in fossil fuel-fired power 
generation and extracting oil and gas. 

The policy has a maximum threshold of 0% restricting 
finance of and investment in coal-fired power generation 
and coal mining.

The policy has a maximum threshold of 0% restricting 
finance of and investment in fossil fuel-fired power 
generation and extracting oil and gas. 

Companies disclose their direct and indirect greenhouse 
gas emissions.

Companies reduce their direct and indirect greenhouse 
gas emissions. 

Companies switch from using fossil fuels to using 
renewable energy sources.

Unabated coal-fired power generation (i.e. without 
operational carbon capture and storage) is unacceptable.

Coal-fired power generation is unacceptable.

Fossil fuel-fired power generation is unacceptable

0 
 
 
 

0 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 

0 

0 

0 
 

0

0 
 
 
 

0 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 

0 

0 

0 
 

0

0 
 
 
 

0,5 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 

1 

0 

0 
 

0

0 
 
 
 

0 
 

0 
 
 

0 
 

1 
 

0 
 

1 
 

0 
 

0,5 

0 

0 

0 
 

0

0 
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Coal mining is unacceptable.

Extracting oil from tar sands is unacceptable.

Extracting oil and gas is unacceptable.

Conversion of peatland and high-carbon stocks for 
agricultural development is unacceptable. 

The production of biomaterials complies with the 12 
principles of the Roundtable on Sustainable Biomaterials 
(RSB).

CO2-compensation is certified according to the Gold 
Standard.

Companies do not participate in lobbying (attempting 
to influence decisions made by regulators) aimed at 
weakening climate policy. 

Companies integrate climate change criteria in their 
procurement and operational policies. 

Companies include clauses on the compliance with 
criteria on climate change in their contracts with 
subcontractors and suppliers.
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Total scores on a scale of 0 to 10 0 0 1 1.7 0.6

Source: JBIC (2015, January), Environmental and social guidelines, p. 2, 8; JBIC (2016, November), JBIC 
Today, p. 1; JBIC (n.d.), “JBIC - Business areas - Environment”, online: https://www.jbic.go.jp/en/business-
areas/sectors/environment/j-mrv/ghg.html, viewed in February 2020; JBIC (2019), Annual Report 2019, p. 57; 
JBIC (2019, December), JBIC Today, p. 1, online: https://www.jbic.go.jp/en/information/today/today-2019/
contents/jtd_201912.pdf; CDB (2019, June), Sustainability Report 2018, p. 21; SMBC (n.d.), “SMBC - 
Participation in Initiatives”, online: https://www.smfg.co.jp/english/sustainability/group_sustainability/
structure/; SMBC (2019, March), CSR Report 2018, p. no. 34, 42, 70; SMBC (n.d.), “SMBC – Sustainability - 
Management of Environmental Risks”, online:  https://www.smfg.co.jp/english/sustainability/materiality/
environment/risk/#business; China Eximbank (2019, December), China EximBank White  Paper on Green 
Finance & Social Responsibility 2019, p. 13 & 14; China Exinbank (n.d.), “China Eximbank - Green Finance”, 
online: http://english.eximbank.gov.cn/Responsibility/GreenF/; MUFG (n.d.), “MUFG - Sustainability - 
Endorsement of Sustainability Initiatives”, online: https://www.mufg.jp/english/csr/initiatives/index.html; 
MUFG (2019, August), Annual Report 2019, p.no. 19, 67, 69; MUFG (n.d.), “MUFG - CSR - Policy and Guidelines”, 
online: https://www.mufg.jp/english/csr/policy/index.html; MUFG (2019, May 15), MUFG Environmental and 
social policy, p.no. 1, 4.
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5.2 Power Generation
Table 18 shows the score results of the assessments of the responsible project finance policies 
of the banks for the sector Power Generation, on a scale from 0 to 10. None of the banks has 
a good policy for this sector. Mitsubishi UFJ scored 4.8 followed by JBIC (3.6) and SMBC (2.6). 

Table 18 Assessments of the Power Generation policies of the top-5 banks
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The financial institution finances companies involved 
in renewable energy generation (wind, solar, small and 
medium scale hydro power, geothermal power, tidal 
power, etc.).

The financial institution has a measurable target to 
increase its finance for renewable energy generation.

The financial institution has a measurable target to reduce 
either its total amount of finance for fossil fuel-fired power 
generation, or to reduce finance for fossil fuel-fired power 
generation, relative to its finance for renewable energy 
generation.

Unabated coal-fired power generation (i.e. without 
operational carbon capture and storage) is unacceptable

Coal-fired power generation is unacceptable.

Fossil fuel-fired power generation is unacceptable.

Nuclear energy is unacceptable. 

Large scale hydropower generation is unacceptable. 

Companies prevent negative impacts on protected areas 
that fall under the categories I-IV of the International 
Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) within their 
business operations and the areas they manage.

Companies prevent negative impacts on UNESCO World 
Heritage sites within their business operations and the 
areas they manage.

Companies prevent negative impacts on protected areas 
that fall under the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands within 
their business operations and the areas they manage.

Companies prevent conflicts over land rights and acquire 
natural resources only by engaging in serious consultation 
with local communities and obtaining free, prior and 
informed consent (FPIC) when it concerns indigenous 
peoples.
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Companies prevent conflicts over land rights and acquire 
natural resources only with free, prior and informed 
consent (FPIC) of the land users involved. 

Companies have processes to enable the remediation of 
any adverse human rights impact to which they cause or 
to which they contribute. 

The construction of dams complies with the 7 principles of 
the World Commission on Dams. 

The construction of all water infrastructure projects 
complies with the 7 principles of the World Commission 
on Dams. 

The production of biomaterials complies with the 12 
principles of the Roundtable on Sustainable Biomaterials.

Companies publish a sustainability report that may 
contain (a number of) disclosures from the GRI Standards.

Large enterprises and multinational enterprises publish a 
sustainability report that is set up in accordance with the 
(Core or Comprehensive option of) GRI Standards.

Companies integrate environmental, social and 
governance criteria in their procurement and operational 
policies.  

Companies include clauses on the compliance with 
environmental, social and governance criteria in their 
contracts with subcontractors and suppliers.
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Total scores on a scale of 0 to 10 1.7 0.5 3.6 4.8 2.6

Source: JBIC (2015, January), Environmental and social guidelines, p. 2, 8; JBIC (2016, November), JBIC 
Today, p. 1; JBIC (n.d.), “JBIC - Business areas - Environment”, online: https://www.jbic.go.jp/en/business-
areas/sectors/environment/j-mrv/ghg.html, viewed in February 2020; JBIC (2019), Annual Report 2019, p. 57; 
JBIC (2019, December), JBIC Today, p. 1, online: https://www.jbic.go.jp/en/information/today/today-2019/
contents/jtd_201912.pdf; CDB (2019, June), Sustainability Report 2018, p. 21; SMBC (n.d.), “SMBC - 
Participation in Initiatives”, online: https://www.smfg.co.jp/english/sustainability/group_sustainability/
structure/; SMBC (2019, March), CSR Report 2018, p. no. 34, 42, 70; SMBC (n.d.), “SMBC – Sustainability - 
Management of Environmental Risks”, online:  https://www.smfg.co.jp/english/sustainability/materiality/
environment/risk/#business; China Eximbank (2019, December), China EximBank White  Paper on Green 
Finance & Social Responsibility 2019, p. 13 & 14; China Exinbank (n.d.), “China Eximbank - Green Finance”, 
online: http://english.eximbank.gov.cn/Responsibility/GreenF/; MUFG (n.d.), “MUFG - Sustainability - 
Endorsement of Sustainability Initiatives”, online: https://www.mufg.jp/english/csr/initiatives/index.html; 
MUFG (2019, August), Annual Report 2019, p.no. 19, 67, 69; MUFG (n.d.), “MUFG - CSR - Policy and Guidelines”, 
online: https://www.mufg.jp/english/csr/policy/index.html; MUFG (2019, May 15), MUFG Environmental and 
social policy, p.no. 1, 4.
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5.3 China Development Bank
China Development Bank (CDB) does not score any point on the theme Climate Change as the 
bank does not have sufficient policy and commitment towards climate change. The bank has 
not set targets to reduce its GHG emissions from its operations or from the projects it finances.

On the Power generation sector policy assessment, the bank gets a score of 1.7. The bank has 
committed to increase its exposure to renewable energy projects under its “Green” credits. It 
had 18 percent of its total investments in clean energy projects by the end of 2018.26 The bank 
does not have restriction on financing coal or other fossil fuel energy projects.  

5.4 China Eximbank (China Eximbank)
The Export–Import Bank of China (China Eximbank) gets 0 points on its policies for the theme 
Climate Change. The bank hasn’t set any target to reduce its GHG emissions. It has also not 
adopted any international standards to promote sustainability in its operations and business.27 
The bank has industry specific lending policies. However, it doesn’t completely restrict coal. 

In its newly-released lending policies in 2018 in 
relation to such industries as coal, chemical,  
non-ferrous metals and coal-fired power generation, 
the Bank has furthered green development concept 
and put forward comprehensive requirements on 
environmental and social risk management of its 
clients and projects to transform the Bank’s credit 
structure in a way that favors green development. 
In energy-consuming or highly-polluting industries 
and industries with excess production capacity, 
the Bank has acted in line with the State Council 
guidelines on the upgrading and restructuring of the 
manufacturing industry and adopted differentiated 
credit policies of maintaining support in some areas 
while reducing support in others, so as to improve 
the Bank’s credit structure.

“

26 CDB (2019, June), Sustainability Report 2018, p. 21.
27  China Eximbank (2019, December), China EximBank White  Paper on Green Finance & Social Responsibility 2019, p. 
13 & 14.
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The bank has scored 0.5 point in the power generation policy assessment. It has supported 
emerging industries and the sector of green and clean energy such as renewable energy, clean 
energy utilization, green transportation, energy-saving and environmental services, industrial 
energy and water conservation. By the end of 2017, the bank’s loan balance from its green 
credit business had exceeded RMB 100 billion. 28 There is no restriction on providing finance to 
coal or other fossil fuel power generation projects.

5.5 Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC)
Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC) has developed an Environmental and social 
policy to guide its lending and investing activities. The policy has been developed by consulting 
various stakeholders and refers to various international standards such as IFC Performance 
Standards, IFC Environmental, Health, and Safety Guidelines, and OECD Guidelines for 
Multinational Enterprises. This policy is applied to all the financing activities of the bank, 
including project finance, equity stakes, and mortgages. 29

The bank scores 1 on climate change theme. In April 2010, JBIC launched “Global action for 
Reconciling Economic growth and Environmental preservation” (GREEN) as a new operation. 
The objective of this business unit is to support projects such as renewable energy and energy 
efficient projects utilizing advanced environmental technologies to have a reducing effect 
on GHG emissions in developing countries. The GREEN operations have already supported 
29 projects, amounting to approx. 4.5 billion US dollar (as of end-July 2016). 30  Further, the 
bank has developed a tool to measure the projects it finances under the “Green operations”. 
The bank also reported the GHG emissions from its green projects until 2019 on its website. 31 
However, the bank has not set any GHG emissions reduction target for its own operations or for 
the projects it finances.

JBIC scores 3.6 on sector Power generation. The bank launched on July 1, 2018, its new 
Global Facility to Promote Quality Infrastructure Investment for Environmental Preservation 
and Sustainable Growth (QI-ESG). This new facility aims to provide support for infrastructure 
development intended to help preserve the global environment, such as renewable energy, 
energy savings, green mobility solutions (such as a modal shift in transportation, and electric 
vehicles), air pollution prevention, water supply, water pollution prevention, and waste 

28 China Exinbank (n.d.), “China Eximbank - Green Finance”, online: http://english.eximbank.gov.cn/Responsibility/
GreenF/.
29  JBIC (2015, January), Environmental and social guidelines, p. 2, 8.
30 JBIC (2016, November), JBIC Today, p. 1.
31 JBIC (n.d.), “JBIC - Business areas - Environment”, online: https://www.jbic.go.jp/en/business-areas/sectors/
environment/j-mrv/ghg.html, viewed in February 2020.
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disposal, etc. 32 The bank reports on projects financed and amount granted to the renewable 
energy sector. 33 Besides, it does not report on targets to increase its share of renewable energy 
financing or reduce its exposure from fossil fuel power projects. The bank has developed due-
diligence tools for sensitive sectors such as nuclear energy and hydro power.

5.6 Mitsubishi UFJ
Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group (Mitsubishi UFJ or MUFG) is a signatory to the Equator Principles, 
UNGC and UNPRI. Besides the bank also supports TCFD, CDP, Principles for Financial Action 
towards a Sustainable Society, and UNEP FI.  34

The bank scores 1.7 points in the theme Climate change. The bank has set targets to reduce 
its own GHG emissions and reports its progress towards the goals. It also reports its share of 
investments in the energy and utility projects. The bank has endorsed the recommendations 
of the TCFD and plans to start reporting as per the guidelines in the future. 35

The bank scores 4.8 points in Power generation policy assessment. The bank focuses on 
providing financing to renewable energy businesses, such as solar and wind power generation. 
Mitsubishi UFJ has set a goal of ¥20 trillion for sustainable finance by fiscal 2030 (of this, ¥8 
trillion will be used for environmental finance). To reach this goal, the bank plans to finance 
renewable energy projects and underwrite and distribute Green Bonds. 36  The bank has set a 
policy for its financing to the coal power plants: 

“MUFG will not provide financing for new coal-fired power generation projects once the 
revised Framework takes effect. This is anticipated to gradually reduce the balance of MUFG’s 
exposure to coal-fired power generation projects in the medium- and long-term. MUFG will 
take a cautious approach to projects regarding which financial assessment has been ongoing 
since before the revision to the Framework.”

The policy exempts the bank’s current lending and only focuses on future projects. This policy 
also restricts the bank to provide finance to projects that negatively impact UNESCO designated 
World Heritage Sites and wetlands designated under the Ramsar Convention.  37

32 JBIC (2019), Annual Report 2019, p. 57.
33 JBIC (2019, December), JBIC Today, p. 1, online: https://www.jbic.go.jp/en/information/today/today-2019/contents/
jtd_201912.pdf.
34 MUFG (n.d.), “MUFG - Sustainability - Endorsement of Sustainability Initiatives”, online: https://www.mufg.jp/english/
csr/initiatives/index.html.
35 MUFG (2019, August), Annual Report 2019, p.no. 67, 69.
36 MUFG (n.d.), “MUFG - CSR - Policy and Guidelines”, online: https://www.mufg.jp/english/csr/policy/index.html; MUFG 
(2019, August), MUFG Annual Report 2019, p.no. 19.
37 MUFG (2019, May 15), MUFG Environmental and social policy, p.no. 1, 4.
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38 SMBC (n.d.), “SMBC - Participation in Initiatives”, online: https://www.smfg.co.jp/english/sustainability/group_
sustainability/structure/.
39 SMBC (2019, March), CSR Report 2018, p. no. 42, 70.
40 SMBC (2019, March), CSR Report 2018, p. no. 34.
41 SMBC (2019, March), CSR Report 2018, p. no. 42, 70.
42 SMBC (n.d.), “SMBC – Sustainability - Management of Environmental Risks”, online:  https://www.smfg.co.jp/english/
sustainability/materiality/environment/risk/#business.

5.7 Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation (SMBC Group)
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation (SMBC Group) is a signatory to many international 
standards such as the Equator Principles, UNGC, TCFD, UNEP FI, CDP, PFA 12, and UN PRI. 38

The banks get only 0.6 in the Climate change policy assessment due to being a signatory to the 
Equator principles. The bank supports TCFD’s recommendations and plans to report as per the 
requirements in the near future. 39 Furthermore, it doesn’t have any targets to reduce its GHG 
emissions from own operations or from its lending portfolio. 

The bank scores 2.6 in the Power generation policy assessment. The bank commits to support 
projects that contribute to the mitigation of the impact of climate change, including those 
related to renewable energy and green buildings; investments made by companies to increase 
their energy efficiency; projects to improve infrastructures and others for the creation of cities 
and communities that are resilient to climate change; and efforts to establish sustainable 
lifestyles. For renewable energy projects, In FY 2017, the syndicated loan amount reached 
about 300 billion yen. 40 The bank also mentions that it targets to increase its share of renewable 
energy projects.  41 Regarding restrictions, the bank has set a policy for coal power generation:42  

Our policy for new financing will be limiting financial support to only coal-fired 
power plants that use USC (*) or more advanced technologies which are considered 
highly efficient. For projects which we have already committed support; from 
the perspective of energy shortage solution in emerging countries, or when the 
Japanese government or Multilateral Development Banks support are confirmed 
will be considered prudently as exceptions.

“
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Chapter 6 
PROGRESS OF NATIONAL & FOREIGN BANK 
ASSESSMENT RESULT IN 2018-2020 
In this chapter, an assessment towards banks’ credit and investment policy is carried 
out towards state-owned banks, private banks, and foreign banks within BUKU III and 
BUKU IV operating in Indonesia. The assessment is conducted based on the publicly 
available document published by banks in the previous period. The assessment uses 
the Fair Finance Guide International methodology as a benchmark for assessing 
climate change and power generation theme. To find out more about the use of FFGI 
methodology, see Chapter 3.5.
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Figure 13  Progress of Bank Assessment on Climate Change Theme in 2018-2020
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The bank’s score on power generation theme in 2020 has increased from the previous year. 
In 2020, almost all banks scored except for three banks, namely Danamon, BJB and Permata. 
Meanwhile, in 2018 only 6 out of 11 banks scored. In 2018, HSBC ranked the first with a score 
of 23 percent. While in 2020 DBS led with a score of 27 percent. BRI took the third position for 
two consecutive years and is the only national bank whose score increased from 5 percent in 
2018 to 13 percent in 2020.

From year to year, DBS and HSBC are more progressive compared to other national banks since 
they have developed specific policy to guide their lending and investing activities in power 
generation sector. HSBC and DBS have implemented the IFC Performance Standard to identify 
and manage environmental and social risks in project financing. Meanwhile HSBC has also 
adopted the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises standards in project and corporate 
lending.

DBS sectoral policies are demonstrated in their document titled ‘Our Approach to Responsible 
Financing’ which was first published in 2017 and is reviewed on an annual basis. In 2017, HSBC 
pledged to stop funding new Coal-Fired Power Plants (CFPP) in OECD member countries and 
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Figure 14  Progress of Bank Assessment on Power Generation Theme in 2018-2020
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developed market. In developing countries, DBS will prioritize the financing of CFPP that have 
adopted more efficient technology. This policy was developed in 2019 where DBS committed 
to stop funding new CFPP  in all markets regardless of the efficiency of the technology used. 
However, both of the policies in 2017 and 2019 are only applicable to new plants and exclude 
all existing plants. In addition, DBS is also committed to funding energy companies that have a 
diversification strategy. Another sustainable finance policy that DBS has is guidelines for green 
bond issuance demonstrated in a document titled ‘Green Bond Framework’. In the document, 
there are lists of prohibited business activities (Exclusion List) where transmission infrastructure 
or systems where 25 percent or more of electricity transmitted to the grid is generated using 
fossil fuels is ineligible for the use of the proceeds. However, green bonds accounted for only a 
small part of DBS’ portfolio in both 2017 and 2019.

In terms of lending, DBS financed about 1,7 billion Singapore Dollars of renewable energy and 
clean energy-related loans in 2019. Meanwhile, in 2017 DBS did not publish the amount of its 
financing to the renewable sector. However, based on its annual report, DBS has supported 
financing of renewables in various countries including Indonesia, Australia and China. In 
Indonesia, DBS is the underwriter and mandated lead arranger (MLA) for the Star Energy Wayang 
Windu Geothermal Power Plant project with a capacity of 220MW. DBS is the bank coordinator 
for Star Energy’s consortium for the acquisition of geothermal assets from Chevron, namely 
Salak with a generating capacity of 377 MW, and Darajat II with a total capacity of 271 MW.

Similarly, HSBC has an energy sector policy which prohibits against CFPP funding but only 
applicable to new power plants and includes an exception for Indonesia, Bangladesh and 
Vietnam. This means that there is still an opportunity for HSBC to finance CFPP projects in 
these countries. There was no change in the content of policy from 2017 to 2019. In its energy 
policy document, HSBC explained the rationale behind the exception: 

1. Independent analysis confirming the country has no reasonable alternative to coal

2. The plant’s carbon intensity being lower than 810g CO2/kWh; and

3. Financial close on the project being achieved by 31 December 2023.

Furthermore, in contrast to DBS who is fully committed to cease all new coal-fired power plants 
regardless of the efficiency of the technology used, HSBC will conduct further analysis towards 
the financing of new plants if it utilizes Carbon Capture Storage (CCS) technology. According 
to HSBC 2017 and 2019 policy document, it will support customer initiatives in transitioning 
through the use of sustainable technology. In addition, HSBC pledges to facilitate 100 billion 
US dollars by 2025 in sustainable financing and investment, having already delivered 52,4 
billion US dollars of this commitment cumulatively since the initiation of the target in 2017. 
However, until now there is no measurable  target to increase finance for renewable energy 
generation. Unlike DBS, which already has a target of financing 10 billion Singapore Dollars 
by 2024 in renewable and clean energy-related development, with an expected double-digit 
growth annually.
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National banks have yet to develop policies to guide its financing in the energy sector. Scoring 
was mainly driven by lending or investment to renewable energy sector. In 2019, BNI provides a 
loan of 3,459 billion rupiah to renewable energy sector, Mandiri lends 1,350 billion rupiah, BCA 
lends 3,020 billion rupiah and BRI lends 3,57 trillion rupiah. CIMB Niaga supports renewable 
energy project by investing 75 million US Dollar in the Government of Indonesia’s Green SUKUK 
issued in 2018. The proceeds of Green SUKUK are used to finance 23 other national projects 
including energy efficiency, waste management, sustainable transportation, and climate 
change adaptation sector, hence there is no specific data regarding CIMB Niaga’s contribution 
to renewable projects. Meanwhile, Maybank did not publish data on their lending to renewable 
energy project.

Banks’ scores on the climate change theme in 2020 had also progressed since 2018. This theme 
describes banks initiatives in reducing emission due to their financed activities. Based on the 
bank assessment result in 2018, only HSBC and DBS received scores. This number has increased 
in 2020 where not only foreign banks scored but also national banks including Mandiri, BCA 
and BRI. In two consecutive years HSBC was ranked first with a score of 14 percent in 2018 
and 26 percent in 2020. Likewise, DBS also took second place in two consecutive years with a 
progressive increase to 19 percent in 2020 from 3 percent in 2018.

Of all banks, only HSBC has set out a commitment to net-zero financed emissions by 2050 
in order to accelerate the achievement of Paris Agreement. This commitment was first 
announced by HSBC in 2020. Meanwhile, DBS and other national banks have yet to make such 
a commitment. Although DBS has stated its commitment to support low-carbon economy and 
decarbonization efforts among business sectors, DBS has yet to set a net zero portfolio target.

Furthermore, of all banks only DBS has disclosed the amount of greenhouse gas emission 
connected to its finance in specific industries. Based on their sustainability report in 2019, 
DBS has conducted a pilot assessment on its 368 listed customers engaged in the agricultural 
sector; chemical material; energy; mining and metals; and housing and transportation. The 
calculation of carbon footprint only covers a selected number of sectors and do not cover all 
sectors in which DBS invests and/or finance. Based on the pilot project, the two most carbon 
intensive sectors were the energy sector and the mining and metals sector, contributing 3 
percent of DBS IBG (Institutional Banking Group) portfolio in 2019. Meanwhile, this initiative 
has not been implemented in 2017, where the calculation of emission is only for bank’s 
operational activities.

Other banks did not obtain scores because no specific information on power generation and 
climate change theme was found in the published documents.
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Chapter 7 
RECOMMENDATION

The Government of Indonesia and the House 
of Representatives (DPR) must immediately 
issue the New and Renewable Energy Bill 
to boost the competitiveness of the New 
and Renewable Energy sector and create a 
conducive investment climate to encourage 
investors and banks’ interest in the New and 
Renewable Energy sector. 

OJK needs to push financial institutions to 
contribute to emission reduction target by 
ensuring the business sector to conduct a 
comprehensive analysis on how target can 
be achieved including requiring business 
sector to have climate experts in its human 
capital.

1 2
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The financial services authority (OJK) 
must immediately develop the Financing 
Handbook for the Energy Sector to provide 
guidance for Financial Institutions (FIs) in 
developing policies, understanding and 
managing ESG risks as well as promoting 
sustainability in the energy sector. The 
implementation of the Handbook must 
be regarded as mandatory for financial 
institutions in the implementation. OJK 
must ensure that financial institutions adopt 
transparency and accountability principles.

The financial services authority (OJK) must 
immediately develop a green taxonomy to 
provide clear classification standards for 
financial institutions regarding business 
activities in the energy sector that can be 
categorized as ‘green’. The green taxonomy 
needs to support  the transition efforts by 
banks and business actors to switch from 
fossil energy immediately. 

The Government of Indonesia needs to set a 
more ambitious target in the energy sector 
by locking in the commitment to achieve net 
zero emission (NZE) by 2050 to give a clear 
signal to financial institutions, business 
sectors and other various stakeholders 
regarding Indonesia’s policy direction 
to shifting from fossil fuels to renewable 
energy. This is to support the harmonization 
and synchronization of cross-sectoral 
policies that support the ecosystem 
and acceleration of  sustainable finance 
implementation in Indonesia.

OJK needs to be transparent and open 
with various parties including civil society 
organizations in developing their regulations 
for financial institutions in Indonesia by 
involving multi-stakeholders throughout the 
process of drafting its Financing Handbook 
and taxonomy analysis. 

3
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Financial services institutions (LJK) must 
develop sectoral policies to guide their 
lending and investment activities in the 
energy sector in line with achieving the 
greenhouse gas emission reduction target 
mandated in Paris Agreement (NDC) by 
considering ESG factors and adopting 
minimum standards (minimum safeguards) 
that refers to international standards / 
industry best practices and applicable laws. 

Financial institutions (FIs) must immediately 
reduce their fossil fuel portfolio and increase 
their exposure towards renewable financing 
to support the transition effort to achieve 
the 23 percent energy mix target by 2025. 

Financial institutions (FIs) need to build 
a monitoring and evaluation system to 
periodically ensure commitment and 
compliance with sustainable finance 
policies. The M&E system needs to be 
developed to support the implementation 
of monitoring and due diligence processes 
in reviewing the compliance of financed 
activities on ESG standards/criteria. 

7 8
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